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We thank the three reviewers (R2,R3,R4) for taking the time and effort to evaluate our paper and for the fruitful
comments they have made. We are also grateful to R2,R3 for their positive evaluation of our paper and for finding our
work makes new, elegant, cogent and relevant contributions. Next, we address the reviewers’ main critiques.
[R2, (1)] The work is incremental. The impact is limited in practice compared to [4]. We disagree with the
reviewer. The proposed form supersedes the work in [4] in many aspects. Namely, [4] provided upper-bounds of the
Schatten-p quasi-norm only for specific discrete values of p. In our work, we completely generalize the work of [4] by
providing variational forms for any continuous value of p ∈ (0, 1], which we argue are also considerably simpler than
those presented in [4]. Given the formulation we are proposing we cannot envision a situation where the form in [4]
provides any advantages which would justify the disadvantage of only being able to use a discrete subset of p values.
[R2, (2)] The proposed variational form of Schatten-p quasi-norm (9) already appeared in [C1]. This is not true.
In [C1], the authors use the same regularizer but no connection with the Schatten-p quasi-norms defined on the product
space (X) is provided. Precisely, the authors in [C1] miss the critical point that the regularizer is a tight upper bound of
the Schatten-p quasi-norm, which is illustrated and proved in our paper.
[R2, (3)] Rank one updates and the block successive minimization matrix completion algorithm. The rank one
updating scheme is a “meta-algorithm” that is “activated” whenever the proposed block successive minimization based
matrix completion algorithm reaches a stationary point. We will clarify this point in the final version.
[R3, (1)] The method does not present an empirical improvement. The numerics are not so exciting. Presenting
empirical improvement as compared to the approach in [4] is not the objective of our paper. It comes as no surprise to
observe that the proposed approach performs comparably to the form in [4] since both forms are equivalent models w.r.t
X (assuming one selects a value of p which can be used by the less-flexible form in [4]). The merits of our approach are
(a) a more general and simpler variational form of the Schatten-p quasi-norm, (b) its favorable properties detailed in the
paper and (c) the rigorous theory provided for the analysis of the properties of local minima.
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[R4, (1)] The “novel" variational formulation is not novel. See [C2] and [C3]. It would appear as if the reviewer
may have missed the main point of the paper, as this is clearly not true. In our work, we deal with a setting which
is nonconvex even in the product space (i.e., nonconvex w.r.t. X) arising from values of p < 1 in the Schatten-p
quasi-norm. Both [C2] and [C3] that are cited by the reviewer deal with convex scenarios, which are equivalent to the
variational form of the nuclear norm that we discuss in (2), and we note that establishing the extension of (2) to the
p < 1 form in (9) is non-trivial. For example, for p > 1 the form in (9) has no connection to a Schatten-p function (see
the following answer).
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Next we elaborate on additional feedback, comments and suggestions made by the reviewers.
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[R2] Is Theorem 1 valid for p > 1? No. When p > 1 concavity no longer holds and the direction of the inequality
appearing in Theorem 1 reverses. In fact, for p > 1 it is simple to show that the optimization problems in (9) always
have an infimum of 0 regardless of the value of X.
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[R2] Intuitive example of a “poor” local minima that we can escape from via the rank-one updating scheme. An
intuitive example arises if we consider matrix factors with one pair of all-zero columns. It is easily shown the all-zero
columns will always be stationary, and the rank-one updating scheme allows us to escape from these “poor” minima.
[R3] Rank-one updating scheme extension for non RIP matrices. We thank the reviewer for bringing up this point,
as we are also interested in this question. The abstraction that allows the rank-one update to succeed is that for rank-one
perturbations the objective function can be reasonably bounded by the quadratic form in (43) plus some one-dimensional
function which depends only on the scale of the rank-one factors. We conjecture this same approach can be successfully
applied to many other problems, which we intend to explore in future research.
[R3] On the properties of local minima in Theorem 3. In Theorem 3 it is assumed that local minima satisfy certain
properties i.e., the matrix factors consist of pairwise orthogonal columns. It should be noted that in practice, we
can always reach a local minimizer of that form by performing an extra orthogonalization step to any arbitrary local
minimizer without those properties. Note, however, that we conjecture that these conditions are necessary for any local
minimizer and we are currently working on proving that this is a necessary condition of local minima for this problem.
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[R3] Improved empirical results for smaller p. Indeed, it is empirically observed that as p decreases towards 0, the
error also becomes lower. This is in line with the fact that Schatten-p quasi-norm better approximates the rank function
for p approaching 0. At some point one would expect the increased difficulty in optimization for small p to offset the
advantages of the model for lower p, but we did not observe this in our experiments for the values of p we explored.
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